





Senior I.B. History of the Americas Course outline
(tentative)



Major Content Section I.

The following content prepares students to answer the three required PAPER 3 essays on “Regional Topics: the Americas”

	Italicized materials were covered in the 11th grade AP US History course. Students are 	personally responsible for reviewing such materials.

	** Refers to a section NOT specifically covered on the IB History exam but which 	provides necessary background information for materials that are covered.


I-A.  **  Colonization of  Latin America

Spanish and Portuguese colonial world views and administrative structures
The Class and Labor Systems
Role of the Catholic Church


I-B. The Independence Period

Independence movements in the Americas: political, economic, social, intellectual and religious causes; the role of foreign intervention; conflicts and issues leading to war
Political and intellectual contributions of leaders to the process of independence: Washington, Adams, Jefferson, Bolivar, San Martín, O’Higgins
	United States Declaration of Independence; processes leading to the declaration; influence of ideas; nature of the declaration; military campaigns and their impact on the outcome (suitable examples could be Saratoga and Yorktown)
Independence movements in Latin America: characteristics of the independence processes; reasons for the similarities and/or differences in two countries in the region; military campaigns and their impact on the outcome (suitable examples could be Chacabuco, Maipú, Ayacucho, Boyacá and Carabobo)
United States’ position towards Latin American independence; events and reasons for the emergence of the Monroe Doctrine
Impact of independence on the economies and societies of the Americas: economic and social issues; new perspectives on economic development; impact on different social groups: 	Native Americans, African Americans, Creoles
	INCLUDED will be some post-independence developments like the rise of caudillos, the urban-rural division, the conservative-liberal political tensions, and impact of British and US powers in LATAM




The US Civil War

Cotton economy and slavery; conditions of enslavement; adaptation and resistance such as the Underground Railroad
Origins of the Civil War: political issues, states’ rights, modernization, sectionalism, the nullification crisis, economic differences between North and South
Abolitionist debate: ideologies and arguments for and against slavery and their impact
Reasons for, and effects of, westward expansion and the sectional debates; the crisis of the 1850s; the Kansas–Nebraska problem; the Ostend Manifesto; the Lincoln–Douglas debates; the impact of the election of Abraham Lincoln and the Emancipation
	Proclamation; Jefferson Davis and the Confederacy
Union versus Confederate: strengths and weaknesses; economic resources; significance of leaders during the US Civil War (suitable examples could be Grant and Lee, Sherman and Thomas Jonathan “Stonewall” Jackson)
Major battles of the Civil War and their impact on the conflict: Antietam and Gettysburg; the role of foreign powers
Reconstruction: economic, social and political successes and failures; economic expansion African Americans in the Civil War and in the New South: legal issues; the Black Codes; Jim Crow Laws


I-C. Emergence of the Americas in global affairs 1880-1929   ** (selected components)

United States’ expansionist foreign policies: political, economic, social and ideological reasons
Spanish–American War: causes and effects (1898) – included will be background to Cuba and its independence movement of the 1800s
	United States’ foreign policies: the Big Stick; Dollar Diplomacy; Moral Diplomacy; applications and impact on the region
	United States and the First World War: from neutrality to involvement; reasons for US entry into the First World War; Wilson’s peace ideals and the struggle for ratification of the Versailles Treaty in the United States; significance of the war for the United States’ hemispheric status
Involvement and participation of either Canada or one Latin American country in the First World War: reasons for and/or against participation; nature of participation  MEXICO
Impact of the First World War on two countries of the Americas: economic, political, social, and foreign policies  MEXICO


I-D. The Mexican Revolution 1910-40  (a case study)

	Causes of the Mexican Revolution: social, economic and political; the role of the Porfiriato regime

The revolution and its leaders (1910-17): ideologies, aims and methods of Madero, Villa, Zapata, Carranza; achievements and failures; Constitution of 1917: nature and application
Construction of the post-revolutionary state (1920-38): Obregón, Calles and the Maximato; challenges; assessment of their impact in the post-revolutionary state
Lázaro Cárdenas and the renewal of the revolution (1939-40): aims, methods and achievements
The role of foreign powers (especially the United States) in the outbreak and development of the Mexican Revolution; motivations, methods of intervention and contributions
Impact of the revolution on the arts, education and music (suitable examples could be Siqueiros, Rivera, Orozco); the impact of Vasconcelos’ educational reforms; the development of 	popular music; literary works on the revolution


I-E. Political developments in the Americas after the Second World War 1945-79
	(** selected components)

Note: Vargas and Cárdenas came to power before 1945 but their rule and influence in their respective states continued after 1945.

	United States: domestic policies of Truman, Eisenhower and Kennedy
Johnson and “the Great Society”; Nixon’s domestic reforms
(skip) Canada: domestic policies from Diefenbaker to Clark and Trudeau (both were prime ministers in 1979)

(skip) Causes and effects of the Silent (or Quiet) Revolution
(may skip) Populist leaders in Latin America: rise to power; characteristics of populist regimes; social, economic and political policies; the treatment of opposition; successes and failures (suitable examples could be Perón, Vargas or any relevant Latin American leader)
The Cuban Revolution: political, social, economic causes; impact on the region
Rule of Fidel Castro: political, economic, social and cultural policies; treatment of minorities; successes and failures
	Military regimes in Latin America: rationale for intervention; challenges; policies; successes and failures



The Cold War and the Americas 1945-1981

	** This overlaps with paper 1 and 2 topics.















Major Content Section II.

The following content prepares students to answer the PAPER 1 (DBQ) on “Communism Reformed 1976-1989”, and the two required essays from PAPER 2 (20th Century Topics) for these choices: “Topic 3: Origins and development of authoritarian and single-party states”, and “Topic 5: The Cold War”

	Italicized themes will not be strongly covered. Students do NOT need to know every 	theme as there will be a choice of essay questions.


II-A.  Political Science theory: the character of single-party states

Brief review of Wilsonian idealism and post-WWI Europe
	The failure of democracy in the early 20th c.
	Origins and nature of authoritarian and single-party states

Conditions that produced authoritarian and single-party states
	Totalitarianism: the aim and the extent to which it was achieved
Establishment of authoritarian and single party states
	Fascism versus Communism versus Authoritarianism



II-B. Origins of single-party states: the Soviet example

Review of Bolshevik Revolution and Marxist ideology
Stalin’s rise to power and securing control/the formation of the Soviet state
Stalin’s purges/attacks on the kulaks/attacks on dissidents/the gulag system
Planning, industrialization, and labor systems


II-C.  Origins of single-party states: the Chinese example

The Civil War Period
		China at the turn of the 20th century
		The Chinese Civil War
		Nationalists and Communists
		World War II 
	The Triumph of the Communists

		Securing control and why the KMT failed
		Maoist ideology and principles
		Maoist reforms in the 1950s
		Mao and the Great Proletariat Cultural Revolution (1960s)

II-D. Origins of single-party states: the Cuban example

Cuba from the Spanish-American War to Batista
The Castro Revolution
		Background
		Goals
		Ideology: how communist was he?


Major Content Section III.


III-A.  Origins of the Cold War (1945-1953)

Wartime conferences: Yalta and Potsdam
The implications of the atomic bomb
US policies and developments in Europe: Truman Doctrine and containment, Marshall Plan, NATO
Soviet policies, Sovietization of Eastern and Central Europe, COMECON, Warsaw Pact
Interpretations: ideology, security, mistrust and fear?
Brinkmanship
Korean War
		Causes
		Involvement of Chinese, Russians, US, United Nations
		MacArthur and Truman
		Stalin’s death and resolution


III-B. The Eisenhower/JFK/Khrushchev Years (1953-1964)

The arms race and proliferation
		Brinkmanship
		Technological Developments—the arms race
		Détente efforts
	Khrushchev

		Peaceful coexistence
		“we will bury you”
		De-Stalinization
		Sino-Soviet split
		Nationalist movements
	Eisenhower

		New Look policy
		Arbenz and Guatemala
		Lebanon and Iran
	Kennedy

		Cuba: Bay of Pigs, Missile Crisis
		Alliance for Progress and Peace Corps
		Space race
		Berlin (Wall) and its implications
		Congo
	The Vietnam War

		Causes and misconceptions about it
		Impact of the Sino-Soviet split
	The non-aligned movement



III-C. The LBJ/Nixon/Carter/Brezhnev years (1963-1980)

Brezhnev
	Seeking détente
	Czechoslovakia (1968) and the Brezhnev Doctrine
	Emerging domestic problems and dissent
	Vietnam

	Nixon/Kissinger efforts
	Cambodian “secret war”
	War Powers Act, 18 year old vote
	Failures of détente

Carter’s humanitarianism
	Impact on détente
	Panama Canal
	Foreign tensions

	Middle East: Begin and Sadat
	Soviet invasion of Afghanistan
	Castro’s fallout with USSR
	Iranian Revolution and rise of Islamic fundamentalism
	Nicaraguan Sandinista revolution
	US-Chinese rapprochement and near Sino-Soviet war



III-D.  Collapse of Communism

	China

	Post-Mao

		Power struggles: Reformers vs. Maoists 
		Deng Xiaoping’s Triumph
		Deng’s Reforms
		The Democracy Movement and Tiananmen Square (1989)

	The Soviet Union

	The Gorbachev Era

		New Thinking and its Consequences
		Détente
		Reagan and detente

	Other European developments

Poland and Solidarity
Czechoslovakia and the velvet revolution
Fall of the Berlin Wall and German Re-unification



